
Why Auxano?
Auxano is the first “clarity first” consulting group for ministry leaders. Our primary work 
is to guide effective teams through a God-ward and collaborative clarity process called 
the Vision Pathway. For the past five years we have developed an unusually diverse list of 
clients with varied challenges. Whether the challenge is rapid growth, deep organizational 
turn-around, or vision rollout, Auxano is regarded as a unique and trusted ministry 
partner for the best leaders in North America.

Three ways for you to walk the Vision Pathway
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          Vision co::Lab

In the co::Lab we provide “design 
support” and real time feedback 
as you walk the Vision Pathway 
with a select team of church 
leaders. This collaborative lab 
concept is designed for church 
planters, emerging consultants 
and senior pastors who prefer to 
navigate the adventure on their 
own, but with strategic coaching. 

          VisionRoom.com 

This online portal is your access 
to all things “vision” including 
Auxano’s own toolbox. Here you 
will find a best-practice outfitter 
for the visioning adventure that 
you design. In addition to a wide 
variety of free Church Unique 
downloadable tools you will find 
the gateway to Auxano blogs that 
capture the latest thinking and 
stories from our field of vision.

          Onsite Navigation 

We work side-by-side with your 
team to align and advance 
vision with stunning clarity. 
Our navigators bring a unique 
blend of thought-leadership, 
church experience and passion 
for culture-shaping vision. The 
journey is an adventure, but one 
where we do all the preparation 
and guidance. 

What makes Auxano unique?
•  creating unprecedented clarity for new levels of 

team leadership

•  training teams how to harness vision at the 
intersection of their unique growth challenges 
and organizational culture

•  cultivating deeper passion and broader 
enthusiasm through an experiential process

•  connecting vision to simpler communication, 
visual strategy  and brand development      

•   designing the Church Unique process and tools 
being adopted by other consulting companies 
and denominational trainers 

ESTABLISHED CHURCHES

Max Lucados’s team at Oak Hills Church
David Loveless’s team at Discovery Church
Ken Werlien’s team at Faithbridge UMC
Dan Yeary’s team at North Phoenix Baptist

CHURCH PLANTING

Ryan Frazier’s team at Mission Church 
Jeff Meyer’s team at The Church at Christ Memorial
Jonathan Martin’s Team at Renovatus Church 
Brian Barr’s Team at One Life Church

MINISTRIES

Tom Wilson’s team at Leadership Network
Jim Sheppard’s team at Generis
Caz McCaslin’s team at Upward Unlimited
Brian Mosely’s team at Right Now

C O M I N G  S O O N

http://www.auxano.com
http://www.willmancini.com/the-vision-room
http://www.churchunique.com/coaching
http://www.auxano.com
http://www.auxano.com
http://www.auxano.com
http://www.churchunique.com
http://www.churchunique.com

